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For each autosome gene region among 11 HapMap populations, we measured the differences of 
SNPs in each gene region using 10 indicators: (1) allele frequency (2) Fst (3) r^2 (4) Dprime (5) 
Block number (6) Block size (7) SNP density (8) Haplotype diversity (9) tagSNP percent (10) 
captured percent (11) average max r^2. 

These indicators are mainly related to three main aspects: the allele frequency (allele frequency 
and Fst), LD pattern (r^2, Dprime, Block number, Block size, SNP density and Haplotype 
diversity) and transferability of tag SNPs (tagSNP percent, captured percent and average max r^2), 
that were usually used for comparing samples from different populations [1-6] and reflecting some 
population genetic characteristics. 

 
Allele frequency differences 

We measured the average differences of allele frequency for each gene region between pair-wise 
HapMap populations. The minor allele in HapMap ASW population was used as the reference. For 

each gene region, we defined the difference of allele frequency ),( jidiffmaf  as follows: 
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   Where ji,  are HapMap populations (1:ASW, 2:CEU, 3:CHB, 4:CHD, 5:GIH, 6:JPT, 7: 

LWK, 8:CEX, 9:MKK, 10:TSI, 11:YRI). N  is the number of SNPs in a gene region. ikmaf ,  is 

the frequency of the k th SNP in population i , jkmaf ,  is the frequency of the k th SNP in 

population j . A larger mafdiff  indicates a higher difference of allele frequency in the gene region 

among 11 HapMap populations, on the contrary a smaller mafdiff  indicates a lower difference. 

Fst. We measured the average Fst for each gene region between pair-wise HapMap populations. 

The ),( jidiffFst  were calculated in the same way as ),( jidiffmaf . 

LD pattern differences differences 

For each gene region, six indicators about LD pattern were calculated.  

r2 differences (LD coefficient r2 differences) We calculated pairwise LD coefficient r2 between all 

pairwise SNPs (less than 500kb). The differences of r2 ),(2 jidiffr
 were calculated in the same 

way as ),( jidiffmaf . 



Dprime differences (D’ differences). We calculated pairwise D’ between all pairwise SNPs (less 

than 500kb). The differences of D’ ),( jidiffDprime  between pairwise populations were calculated 

in the same way as ),( jidiffmaf . 

Block number differences For each gene region, Four Gamete Tests (FGT)[7] was used to 
identify the haplotype block structure, and the block number within the gene region was calculated. 

The differences of block number ),(_ jidiff numblock  were calculated in the same way as 

),( jidiffmaf . 

Block size differences The average size of blocks within the gene region was calculated. The 

differences of average block size ),(_ jidiff sizeblock  were calculated in the same way as 

),( jidiffmaf . 

SNP density differences The average SNP density of blocks within the gene region was 

calculated. The differences of average SNP density of blocks ),(_ jidiff densSNP  were calculated 

in the same way as ),( jidiffmaf . 

Haplotype diversity differences For each block in each gene region, haplotype diversity[4] was 

computed as ∑ −−= )1/()1( 2 nnxh i
, where ix  was the frequency of a given haplotype and 

n was the number of samples, and average haplotype diversity was defined as the average value of 
haplotype diversity in block regions. The differences of average haplotype diversity 

),(_ jidiff divhap  were calculated in the same way as ),( jidiffmaf . 

In this study, haploview v4.1[8] was used to identify haplotype block and to estimate haplotype 
frequency by expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm.  

 
Transferability of tagSNP differences 

There were three indicators about the transferability of tagSNP.  

TagSNP percent differences For each gene region, an aggressive tagging strategy by TAGGER 
panel in haploview was used to identify tagSNPs (r2 threshold is 0.8). The tag percent was defined 
as the number of tagSNPs divided by the total number of SNPs in a gene region. The differences 

of tagSNP percent ),(tag_perc jidiff  were calculated in the same way as ),( jidiffmaf . 

Captured percent differences For example, for ASW population, if an ASW SNP exhibited 
pairwise r2>0.8 with at least one tagSNP selected from the CEU population, then the SNP was 



defined as captured SNP by CEU panel in the ASW population[4], and captured percent was 
defined as the number of captured SNPs divided by the total number of SNPs in ASW population. 

The differences of captured percent ),(Cap_perc jidiff  were calculated in the same way as 

),( jidiffmaf . 

Average maximum r2 differences For each gene region, average maximum r2 was defined as the 
average value of the maximum r2 between tagSNPs in one HapMap population and SNPs captured 
by these tagSNPs in another population. Captured percent and Average maximum r2 were used to 
evaluate the efficiency of tagSNPs in one population to capture SNPs in another population. The 

differences of average maximum r2 ),(2r max_ jidiff  were calculated in the same way as 

),( jidiffmaf . 
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